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No doubt, concrete is strong and impeccable, but the porous characteristic of concrete flooring
when subjected to continuous friction and frequent usage damages its surface, water seeps inside
through the surface that affects the strength of the concrete foundation. The repairing and
maintenance of concrete floor is an expensive process. Whereas, floors that include Epoxy resins
offer paramount alternatives to obtain seamless, sturdy and beautiful floors.

In earlier times, concrete flooring was quite common and was most commonly found in factories or
industrial spaces. With the passage of time, things have undergone a sea of changes therefore, now
the epoxy resins have emerged with variety of products and techniques for excellent flooring
options, for both industrial and residential areas as well. Whether it is a home, shopping centre,
factory or an industrial establishment, epoxy resin flooring has replaced other options because of its
multiple advantages and versatility.

Why designers prefer Epoxy Flooring?

Epoxy based resins come in wide variety; it replicates the beauty of a simple natural stone to
contemporary and vibrant colourings of artistic floors. Interior designers and architects vastly prefer
epoxy products for creating wide variety of marvellous designer flooring. As far as the matter of
textures and colors are concerned, we all know that sky is the limit, which allows those flooring
experts have a free hand to play with floors and ground.

Without wrecking clientâ€™s budget, designers can give an ultimate look to the floor with the help of
epoxy finishes. They create floors that resemble the marble & stone finishes and diminish the
problems like floor cracks, break lines, uneven levels and excessive prices.

Floor covering, like stone tiling, often looks attractive but they are not durable in the end. Like they
gives incredible look but could not be installed in older homes. However, with the protective epoxy
resins, you can attain durability along with creative layout and incredible look. Not only it is easy to
maintain and clean, but it also gives your home environment a revived fresh new appearance.

Due to ample number of benefits, like its long lasting ability, perfect finishing, excellent adhesive
property, protective constituents and high durability, epoxy resins are widely used in industries that
manufacture toys, jewellery, crafts and photo frames.
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Itâ€™s surprising to know that these versatile resins are much closer to our lives than ever before. To
know more about a epoxy resins, their usefulness as well as to order it online, visit the website
www.royceintl.com
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